the grandparent
A newsletter with news for and by grandparents and about them
and grandchildren
The growth of
tomorrow
in the hands of
today

Grandparents Australia is a
network of grandparents
working to ensure the current
and future wellbeing of all
children in Australia.
Postal address:
Grandparents Australia Inc.
14 Youlden Street,
Kensington, Vic. 3031
Phone:
(03) 9372 2422
E/mail:
director@grandparents.com.au

Grandparents Victoria provides
the secretariat for
Grandparents Australia.
Grandparents Australia
works with a wide range
of organisations and is a
member of Families
Australia

Supporting the
ARK Foundation caring for
grandparents
raising grandchildren
in Africa.

Children’s wellbeing features in this edition with nearly all articles addressing
issue soften spoken of by grandparents when they talk about their grandchildren.
These issues are at the forefront of our minds as we head up to the federal
election to be held on September this year. The letters we are writing to all
federal MPs as par t of our election strategy address issues of child wellbeing some of which are reflected in this newsletter.
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Read and wonder

What has GPA been doing - February to June
2013?
This report is issued to inform GPV/KCV members of the
activities undertaken in each quarter of the year. It is
released at the same time as The Grandparent
Newsletter.
Kinship Care International Network
Conversations with kinship carer organisations overseas have
strengthened. In October 2013, 12 representatives from
across 5 countries plan to meet in London to discuss how to
promote the role of kinship carers internationally.
Grandparents Victoria/Australia is organising this meeting.
Further information from: directror@grandparnets.com.au

Advocacy pamphlet #2 released
In April GPA released second pamphlet designed to
strengthen kinship carers as advocates. This pamphlet
focuses on tips for conducting an effective support group
meeting. Both this and the first pamphlet (being an effective
representative) have been released in Australia and the USA.

National Mental Heath Strategy
We have had good response to the letter we sent to all
Federal politicians regarding the role of family in addressing
mental health. Senator Fierravanti-Wells (Shadow Minister
for Ageing - Shadow Minister for Mental Health - Liberal
Senator for New South Wales) has sought a meeting with us

Australian Children’s Round Table
Anne McLeish attended the meeting of this national family
policy forum in May. The Forum advises Government on child
and family focused policies and programs.
The needs of children and young people with disability were
the focus of the third meeting of the Australian Government’s
Children and Family Roundtable in Melbourne. The
Roundtable also discussed the Government’s $1 billion Family
Support Program.

National Child Aware Conference
In April grandparents
attended the National
Child Aware conference
and submitted the view of
grandparents into the
conversation.

GPV activist promoted in Probus
Bruce Cameron, a long standing
member of GPV, has been elected
Director of Probus South Pacific.
Congratulations Bruce.

What is coming up – June to August 2013?

to talk about this issue.
Professor Fels lecture
Four GPV Members attended a recent lecture by Professor
Allan Fels, Chairperson of the National Mental Health
Commission. In question time we reminded Professor Fels of
the important role of families and were given assurance that
the Commission’s second report will address this issue.

The importance of play
A letter urging all federal politicians to take action in promoting
the value of play for all children has been sent.
This letter draws attention to the fact that Australia lead a
successful campaigned to have Article 31(children’s right to
play) of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child become
a priority for international action

The Federal election campaign………
Three additional letters will be sent to each federal politician.
They will address:
 the inadequacies of voucher approaches to providing
services to families
 the inadequacies of child car provision and the pressure
on grandparents to provide child care
 issues related to grandparents raising their grandchildren.
If any one has any views on these matters that they would like
to share they should contact the office on:
director@grandparents.com.au or (03) 93722422.

A copy of this letter is reprinted in the June 2013 edition of
The Grandparent newsletter.
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Football codes warned on dementia
The Age March 17, 2013 David Sygall
Every football code must
change its rules to
address growing evidence
that repeated head trauma
increases the risk of
dementia, a leading
Alzheimer's advocacy
group has said.
Under the recommended
changes, football codes,
including the AFL, would review the way they deal with
players who suffer injuries, including a ban on younger
players making a quick return to the field.
The findings are contained in a discussion paper based on a
review of international research into the link between sports
head injuries and dementia, by Alzheimer's Australia.
It found that players who suffer moderate and severe head
injury are between two and four times more likely to develop
dementia.
Read more: http://www.theage.com.au/sport/football-codeswarned-on-dementia-20130316-2g7oa.html#ixzz2OUotNVJd

Fastest growing cancer in women
avoidable?
The Dr. Oz show on T.V recently had a show on the fastest
growing cancer in women, thyroid cancer. He mentioned that
the increase could possibly be related to the use of dental xrays and mammograms.
He demonstrated that on the apron the dentist puts on you for
your dental x-rays there is a little flap that can be lifted up and
wrapped around your neck. Many dentists don't bother to use
it. Also, there is something called a "thyroid guard" for use
during mammograms. Ask for the guard when having
these x-rays

EFFECTS OF VIOLENT VIDEO GAMES ON
AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR
A Meta-Analytic Review of the Scientific Literature
By Craig A. Anderson and Brad J. Bushman

Research on exposure to television and movie violence
suggests that playing violent video games will increase
aggressive behaviour. A meta-analytic review of the videogame research literature reveals that violent video games
increase aggressive behaviour in children and young adults.
Experimental and non-experimental studies with males and
females in laboratory and field settings support this
conclusion. Analyses also reveal that exposure to violent
video games increases physiological arousal and aggressionrelated thoughts and feelings. Playing violent video games
also decreases pro-social behaviour.
Video-game industry leaders deny the harmful effects of their
products. For example, in a May 12, 2000, CNN interview on
The World Today, Doug Lowenstein, president of the
Interactive Digital Software Association, said, “I think the issue
has been vastly overblown and overstated, often by politicians
and others who don’t fully understand, frankly, this industry.
There is absolutely no evidence, none, that playing a violent
videogame leads to aggressive behavior.”
There is one grain of truth in the industry’s denials.
Specifically, the fact that some highly publicized school killings
were committed by individuals who habitually played violent
videogames is not strong evidence that violent video games
increase aggression. Society needs solid evidence in addition
to such case studies. And here is where media researchers
and the video-game industry differ. Research evidence has
been slowly accumulating since the mid-1980s.

The computer swallowed Grandma
The computer swallowed Grandma,
Yes, honestly it’s true!
She pressed 'control and 'enter'
And disappeared from view.
It devoured her completely,
The thought just makes me squirm.
She must have caught a virus
Or been eaten by a worm.
I've searched through the recycle bin
And files of every kind;
I've even used the Internet,
But nothing did I find.
In desperation, I asked Mr. Google
My searches to refine.
The reply from him was negative,
Not a thing was found 'online.'
So, if inside your 'Inbox,'
My Grandma you should see,
Please 'Copy, Scan' and 'Paste' her,
And send her back to me.
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Give time for the play process

Play Time…

reflections on the adult’s role in children’s play
Summary of an article by Robyn Monro-Miller
International Play Association

I sat in the garden of my childhood home and reflected
recently on what had changed about this space, the space
where much of my childhood was spent Perhaps like me I
mused, it had just grown up?

Like a good story the process of play can take days to enact.
The importance of children having the ability to extend their
games across the course of days and weeks is rarely
acknowledged in a world that is frighteningly negative about
disarray. The adult directions to pack up play spaces each
day destroys the natural pattern of children’s play. Adults
should ensure children have spaces that do not need to be
interrupted and fulfil their function as a play story.

Commit time to finding places for play to occur
Like the children that once tore down fence palings between
the backyards, and chased tiny lizards to proudly claim their
detachable tails, the neighbourhood has grown up.
But with the passage of time comes the appreciation that what
made my childhood so special was time. Time to explore.
Time to discover. The time to start play experiences and then
spend days playing out each individual story with the
changing characters, costumes and environments. These play
stories often resulted in the play spaces used being
uninhabitable by adults for days - sometimes weeks.
So what was the most important role that these adults played
in my childhood experience in the 1970’s? As a parent today
what is the role of adults in my child’s play life ? As a play
worker what was my role in children’s lives?
And most importantly, as a member of my community what
role do I have to play for the children
that live in my community?
If I were to reflect on the role of
adults in play it could be many
things- facilitators,– catalysts,
defenders, and champions. But all
these things I surmise come down to
one singular concept. What each
adult provided for me, what I do for
my child and the most fundamental
role I had in working with children is based on the concept of
time. Perhaps that is why we call it Play time?

Adults can create time where no time exists
Adults must be proactive in ensuring that children have time to
play. However, it is not always adults in today’s world that
restrain the opportunities for play.
The range and availability of adult led, organised activities in
our modern communities is immense. Couple that with a
child’s natural curiosity, energy and quest for new and
interesting experiences and you have a combination that is
potentially a more destructive child led force against free play
than any adult can provide. We as adults need to ensure that
we quarantine time for children to engage in free play, even
when they themselves are too consumed in seeking out the
best and latest in classes and clubs

A child focussed adult continually sees play opportunities in a
myriad of places and spaces offering them up to children as
gifts. Adults can share their own childhood play spaces with
children and work with children to find and develop new ones.
The reality of children playing “unhindered by adults” roaming
the streets and parks from early morning till late and not
returning till dinner time is a historical oddity for many
communities. This myth has been perpetuated regarding
children in days gone by having an amazing level of freedom
enjoyed by all children. Yet in speaking with different
generations their experiences of play vary and in most cases
were not this model of playful freedom.
An appreciation that play can and does occur anywhere
children are found needs to be supported and promoted.
Whether these play spaces are institutions or the natural
environments, an appreciation of what happens in these
spaces must outweigh the location.
As bystanders to children’s play in the
community we can use our influence as
by challenging our community leaders to
have play on their own political agenda.
Challenge community practices that
rob children of play time
Being a champion for children’s play is
an adult’s way of repaying the debt of their own childhood play
experiences.
Like environmental campaigners of the 1970’s we need to
engage not just hearts through emotive, reminiscing but also
minds, and move play out the field of adult memories into an
economic and global imperative. As champions of play we
need to take the time to measure the impact on the economy,
the impact on the environment and the consequences for
society when children are not given opportunities to play. It is
these arguments that will build a case for play provision more
strongly than that based on the reminisces from a
mythological utopia. All adults must be responsible for
facilitating play.
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An open letter about play
The following letter has been forwarded to all federal
politicians
Dear Federal MP,
Children in out-of-home care have all suffered early in their
lives – the very fact that they are in out-of-home care tells us
this. For many the trauma in their lives manifests itself clearly
in their behaviours and attitudes. For others the trauma
remains hidden for sometime. Invariably it eventually
becomes clear and sometimes progresses to become adult ill
mental health.

Keeping families safe from violence in
Australia – a first
The last edition of The Grandparent (Feb 2013) newsletter
included an article about child violence. Since then the
Victorian Government has announced a new program to
address the issue.
The Victorian Coalition Government has committed $750,000
to the Keeping Families Safe program, which will be piloted in
the Frankston and Mornington Peninsula area.
Adolescent violence in the home includes the abuse of power
perpetrated by adolescents against their parents, carers, or
other relatives, including siblings.

Grandparents believe that children in out-of-home care have a
compelling need to “play away” their trauma.
Article 31 of the United Nations (UN) Convention on the
Rights of the Child acknowledges the need for children to play
and it is for this reason that we support it. Grandparents hold
to three beliefs relevant to support for Article 31:

In the last financial year, Victoria Police responded to
more than 4,000 family violence incidents where an
adolescent was an offender.

1

The role of play, especially well planned therapeutic play,
will stem the decline into unhappiness some children
embark upon. For this intervention to be fully effective it
needs to happen early in the child’s life

“By intervening early to support attitudinal and behavioural
change in adolescents, we can reduce the risk of them
graduating to other antisocial and violent behaviours – and
enhance family safety,” Ms Wooldridge said.

2

The value of play is generally being lost sight of, with
there being too much structured extra curricular activity in
the child’s life that incorrectly masks as play and there
being far too few occasions in a child’s life where they can
“act out”

Young people, aged between 12 and 18, will be referred to
the program by police, youth justice and courts, as well as by
community agencies and also from families themselves.
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The family, the local community and the national as whole
all have a role in ensuring safe, child centered play for all
children in Australia.

Our base beliefs, coupled with the urgent needs of children in
out-of-home care, lead us to urge you to do whatever you can
to secure robust and immediate action within Australia in
response to the UN designating Article 31 a priority through
the processes of a UN General Comment1. A General
Comment is a quasi legal document which provides a detailed
interpretation of an article and provides guidance on the
actions required by governments to ensure its implementation.
The General Comment on Article 31 was agreed by the UN in
February this year and requires Australia, as a signatory to
the Declaration on the Rights of the Child, to take action. All
that remains is for our nation to decide what action to take.
Again, we would implore you, in whatever capacity you hold
now and into the future, to join the forces committed to
ensuring that all children enjoy the realisation of their right to
play and that all children with special needs receive particular
thought and attention.
1 Robyn Miller, Vice President of Play International has briefed your
advisors on the General Comment.

Following assessment of the young person a response is
developed that has three key components:
 Individual case management and appropriate referrals for
specialist support.
 Group programs, where the young person participates in
an 8-12 week program. At the same time the parent or
carer will attend group sessions that assist them in
building parenting skills.
 Therapeutic work with the whole family to promote healthy
relationships.

Judge blasts 'ridiculous' cut to Legal Aid
The Age February 13, 2013
Cuts to Legal Aid have begun to imperil the administration of
justice - leading a Supreme Court judge to slam the changes
and consider delaying a serious criminal trial.
The cuts have reduced the representation of accused people
to a barrister - and a solicitor available for two half-days during
trials, which a judge slammed as ''completely unsatisfactory''.
In December, Victoria Legal Aid announced the widestranging changes to its guidelines in the organisation's history,
as it braced for a deficit of more than $3.1 million this financial
year. The deficit followed record demand for its services.
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Children
Children under 10 could lose right to
have a lawyer
The Age February 17, 2013
THE Baillieu government in Victoria has sought to restrict
some children from having legal representation in court,
prompting a backlash from lawyers, youth workers and human
rights advocates.

A family task force to support the Children’s
Hospital
A group of grandchildren from one family have formed a
troupe which performs to raise money for the Children’s
Hospital. Each year the great grandchildren of Allan and
Alyse Shaw (both deceased in recent years) conduct a
concert at the family Christmas “get together”.

New laws introduced into Parliament will limit the ability of
some children under 10 from giving direct legal instructions
during child protection proceedings.

The items presented range from poetry readings through
singing to acrobatics displays and launching of books written
by the children. The children have raised nearly six hundred
dollars.

Until now, all children aged seven and older have been
offered representation if they were deemed mature enough to
give instructions to a Legal Aid lawyer.

In January the troupe visited the Children’s Hospital and was
so impressed that they became committed afresh to their task.

But the changes would mean that only children over 10 would
have this option - a shift that critics claim is putting "financial
expediency" before the rights of the child.
The government says the change was made "in the interest of
neglected and abused children", and is in line with the
recommendations of the child protection review recently
conducted by Justice Philip Cummins.
But critics claim the government is picking and choosing
elements from the Cummins report, whereas the actual
recommendation would have given children between the ages
of seven and 10 greater flexibility.
Youth law advocacy officer Tiffany Overall said the change
was unnecessary and seemed to be based more around
''cost-savings" than the interests of children.
Melbourne University Law School associate professor John
Tobin said the shift was inconsistent with a practice that had
existed for several years, whereby children aged seven have
repeatedly been assessed by specially trained lawyers as
being capable of giving instructions.
"It's ironic that in the Children's Court of Victoria we are about
to create a rule that says children can't have a lawyer not
because of their capacity, but just because of their age, even
though we know that they may be able to give instructions,"
said Professor Tobin, who used to represent children in the
courts.
Already, the legislation has proved so contentious that some
groups have begun lobbying MPs on Parliament's joint
scrutiny of acts and regulations committee, urging a rethink.
Law Institute of Victoria president Reynah Tang said the legal
rights of children aged from seven to 10 should have been
retained.

Anne McLeish, Director of Grandparents Victoria/Australia,
and the grandmother of the McLeish great grandchildren said:
“for some time now grandparents activists have been
reflecting on small ways families could build links up and
down generations and from the family out to the community.
There is emerging concern amongst grandparents that
children are insular and not conscious of the need to
strengthen their wider community. This program, or others
like it, will help build connections and relationships.”
“Besides that the concerts have been great fun and foster
otherwise unknown talents in the children.
Pictured resting
during their visit
to the hospital
are: (left to right)
Luca Kraljik,
Angus McLeish,
Zoe McLeish,
Mathilda Kraljik
and Sienna
McLeish.

Experiences of Younger Mothers
Australian Catholic University November, 2010
Grandparents often mention a perception that the
number of young mothers is rising and also speak of
concerns about the quality of the lives of them and
their children. Here is an article that shows a light on
the issue.

A summary of a Report for the Department of Families,
Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs Institute
of Child Protection Studies
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The social context for both young people and motherhood is
changing and there is a clear need to identify the needs of
younger mothers (aged under 25 years at the birth of their first
child) to inform the development of policy and service
responses. To explore issues related to young motherhood,
semi-structured telephone interviews were conducted with 35
younger mothers. 2
Young mothers felt positive about their role
Younger mothers reflected on the positive effects that
becoming a mother had on them. They viewed motherhood as
a valued endeavour, and were keen to emphasise their
mothering abilities.
Younger mothers felt stigmatised
Investing in motherhood as a valued identity was one
mechanism used by younger mothers for dealing with
widespread negative reactions. Almost all of the participants
in this study expressed high hopes and dreams for the future.
These aspirations were pivoted on their desires to create safe
and secure futures for their children and finding a really good
steady job. However, like many young people they had little
understanding of pathways to achieving their aspirations.
The findings support other international research which
indicates that it is not the factor of age itself which necessarily
leads to vulnerability and poor outcomes, such as the long
term reliance on income support (Geronimus, 1991; Graham
& McDermott, 2005).
For many, the key factors determining their futures included
their level of disadvantage prior to becoming pregnant,
compounded by:
 Their inability to complete their schooling or undertake
tertiary study;
 their lack of access to affordable child care and housing;
 the stigma attached to younger mothers leading to a
general reluctance to engage with mainstream services.
Currently there are tensions and contradictions in policy:
1. One discourse is about the critical need for children to
have strong attachments to carers and to have the best
start they can in terms of health and wellbeing
2. There is an equally strong discourse that reflects a
commonly held stereotype that younger mothers are
consciously resisting the pursuit of these goals. The
findings from this study refute this stereotype and provide
a more nuanced understanding of the barriers that stand
in the way of younger mothers achieving their hopes and
dreams.

Classes where every 1414-yearear-old boy has
seen porn should trigger 'moral panic'
panic'
An article from Great Britain where the Deputy Children’s
Commissioner speaks out
DANIEL MARTIN the Daily Mail, London 4 April 2013 |
Research by the children's watchdog
found that 100 per cent of 14-year-old
boys in one school had watched
pornography.
Sue Berelowitz said access to
pornography among children was so
easy it should trigger 'moral panic'.
She quoted unpublished research into
access to pornography among children which found it is much
more widespread than thought. It showed that every boy and
half the girls in a year nine group of 14-year-olds had
accessed pornography in one school in England.
Miss Berelowitz said she had evidence that children as young
as 11 had been found actively to be 'seeking out
pornography'. Some boys now felt they had an 'absolute
entitlement to have sex with girls, any time, any place,
anywhere, with whomsoever they wished'.
She said: 'We came across one study where they were
looking at the whole cohort of year nine pupils within a large
local authority in England. 'The findings were that 100 per
cent of 14-year-olds is accessing pornography. And about 50
per cent of the girls. 'The girls did not want to look at the porn
– they were being made to by the boys.'
David Cameron has promised new protections whereby all
new computers will be automatically fitted with web filters
unless parents specifically lift them. But no timetable has yet
been put in place to implement the scheme.
Conservative MP Claire Perry told the Bringing Up Britain
programme that parents should tell other parents about the
problems of children watching pornography.
Claire Perry, David Cameron’s adviser on childhood, told the
programme the problem of children accessing sex websites
should be treated like a 'public health issue'.
She said that it was up to parents to take back control of the
internet, adding: 'If your children said, "actually mum I want to
go and drive the car", or “I would just like to eat crisps and
chocolate for every meal”, we would feel we had some level of
responsibility or some ability to control those decisions.'

2 They were on income support who live in Alice Springs, Mount Druitt, Redfern and

a small town on the south coast, NSW. In addition 3 focus groups were held in
Canberra. Participants recruited to the study had their first child before the age of 25
years.
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Who am I?

A new resource to support children’s identity
through good recordrecord-keeping practices
Children develop a sense of who they are through the stories
they are told about their childhoods and their family history.
However, children in kinship care do not always have
relationships with relatives from both sides of their extended
family who can tell them these stories.
For these children, the records created about them while they
are in care can be a key source of information about their
family stories and their childhood experiences.
The Who am I? project has developed Who am I? Making
Records Meaningful, a set of online resources to guide
record-keeping that supports this sense of identity.
For more information, please contact Margaret Kertesz at
mkertesz@unimelb.edu.au .

Children's development on the
improve in Australia
National Times Political News Article April 4, 2013
Rachel Browne Social Affairs Reporter
Australian kindergarten children are developmentally
vulnerable in at least one key area, according to data released
by the federal government.
A survey of 290,000 kindergarten children for the early
development index recorded results in the key areas of early
childhood development including physical health and
wellbeing, social competence, emotional maturity, language
and cognitive skills, communication skills and general
knowledge.
Although the results show a slight improvement since the first
survey in 2009, 22 per cent of children remain vulnerable in
one or more of those areas. This is a decrease of 1.6 per cent
since the 2009 survey.
Indigenous children were almost twice as likely to be
developmentally vulnerable with 43.2 per cent in that category
in one or more areas.
Boys were more likely to be behind with 28.2 per cent
developmentally vulnerable compared with 15.7 per cent of
girls.
The greatest difference between boys and girls was in the
area of emotional maturity where boys were 3.5 times more
likely to be developmentally vulnerable than girls.

The areas of greatest vulnerability overall were physical
health, wellbeing and social competence.
Language and cognitive development saw the biggest
improvement, with 6.8 per cent of kids classed as
developmentally vulnerable, down from 8.9 per cent in the last
survey.
Read more:http://www.theage.com.au/opinion/political-news/childrensdevelopment-on-the-improve-20130404-2h8k2.html#ixzz2Pd1fU78X

National Children’s Commissioner
Appointed
The Age, February 26, 2013
MEGAN Mitchell has been appointed as the first National
Children's Commissioner. Ms Mitchell will be a dedicated
advocate for children and young people. Her five-year term
starts on March 25.
As children's commissioner, megan will promote public debate
and awareness of issues affecting children, conduct research,
consult with children and scrutinise Commonwealth legislation
and policies that relate to children's human rights.
Ms Mitchell said the children's commissioner could position
Australia as a regional leader in children's rights.

Listen to children to avoid past
tragedies, commissioner urges
April 11, 2013 Rachel Browne
Australia's inaugural National
Children's Commissioner,
Megan Mitchell, has used her
first major public speech to
warn that there is a heavy toll
for not listening to children,
and to urge Australians to
learn from past tragedies.
Speaking at the Child Aware Approaches conference in
Melbourne on Thursday, she said young people need to have
greater involvement in decisions which affect their lives.
"We must learn from the mistakes of the past, when
children's voices were ignored with devastating
consequences," she said at the Melbourne
Convention and Exhibition Centre.

"We need to make sure our attitudes and our systems respect
the child's voice. This is one of the essential ways that we can
help children to be safe, to realise their potential, and to live
full and happy lives."
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Ms Mitchell told the conference that – as with any sector of
the population vulnerable to disadvantage – children too often
had an agenda shaped for them, rather than with them.
She said young people need the same access to complaints
mechanisms as adults.
"The individual complaints systems, which many adults use to
address injustices, so often do not adequately engage
children and young people," she said.
"How can children who suffer injustice have those rights
wronged if mechanisms are inaccessible and inappropriate?
This is an area that needs urgent examination."
Ms Mitchell will conduct a national listening tour to spend time
hearing what young people want.
The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child released a
report on Australia's performance last June, noting areas of
concern.
The committee expressed alarm about discrimination against
indigenous young people, who are over-represented in the
prison population as well as out-of-home care.
The UN committee was also concerned that the principle of a
child's best interests was not being applied consistently, with
children in detention and asylum-seeker children being an
example.
The committee also raised the issue of economic and social
inequity between certain groups of Australian children, for
example those in rural and remote areas or those with
disability.

No vaccine, no school,
says AMA chief
April 11, 2013 - Jonathan Swan and Amy Corderoy
Steve Hambleton, head of the
Australian Medical Association, says
unvaccinated children should be held
back from school and groups
spreading anti-vaccination messages
should be punished, according to the
federal president of the Australian
Medical Association.
''We should certainly make it difficult for [unvaccinated]
children to get to school,'' said Steve Hambleton, responding
to new national statistics on immunisation rates.
It is well known that fewer people are vaccinated in poorer
neighbourhoods but Dr Hambleton said that ''perversely'' the
data revealed there had been a reduction in vaccination rates
in wealthier suburbs.
''These are parents who have got information, good
information available and yet they are not vaccinating their
children,'' Dr Hambleton said.

There is an undercurrent of vaccine objectors who believe
conspiracy websites and reject public health guidelines.
These vaccine objectors ''should be ashamed of themselves''
for spreading misinformation and should be sanctioned, Dr
Hambleton said.
Health Minister Tanya Plibersek, whose Sydney electorate
covers some of the wealthier, more educated suburbs with
low vaccination rates, disagreed with the suggestion that
unvaccinated children be kept home from school.
"I think that's a difficult position to take because parents are
making these decisions and children are suffering," Ms
Plibersek said.
But parents should tell schools and child care centres if they
have not immunised their children so they can be sent home
from school if there are disease outbreaks, she said.
She said the government had taken several measures to
increase vaccination rates. These include linking parents'
eligibility for some family payments to the immunisation status
of their children.

Authority chief executive Diane Watson said
there were about 77,000 children who were
not fully immunised, and 32 local
communities at risk of outbreak.

UK measles outbreak linked to
vaccine scare
The Age April 30, 2013 - 2:57PM Nick Miller

Experts say
a sudden
surge in
cases of the
contagious
disease in
Wales
suggests a
vaccination
scare 10 years ago is now bearing dangerous fruit.
The densely populated capital, which has some of the most
under-vaccinated areas in the country, could be next, as
authorities issue urgent pleas for parents to vaccinate their
children.
In 1998, Andrew Wakefield published research in The
Lancet implying a link between the MMR (measles, mumps,
rubella) vaccine and autism.
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The research has since been debunked and
withdrawn. Wakefield was struck off the medical
register and exposed as using dishonest, unethical
methods and falsified data.

But his claims, widely spread by the media, terrified a
generation of parents. Internet conspiracy theorists kept them
alive long after the mainstream considered them discredited,
and vaccination rates fell sharply until the mid-2000s. Only in
the past year have annual vaccination rates in Britain
recovered to their pre-1998 level.
And so, for the first time in two decades, a cohort of children
has entered secondary school without enough "herd
immunity" to protect the unvaccinated.
"As their social contacts are increasing, so are their chances
of catching and developing the disease," epidemiologist Dr
Roland Salmon told the London Telegraph.

A government report on measles cases in England in the
first three months of 2013 found cases were about the
highest recorded since surveillance began in 1994. That
follows the 1920 cases confirmed in laboratories last
year: then the highest annual figure. Almost one in five
cases required hospital treatment.
Smacking does children no harm if they
they
feel loved, study claims?
claims?
The Telegraph U.K. Hayley Dixon 18 Apr 2013758
Smacking does children no harm as long as they know it is for
the right reasons and feel loved, a study has found.
Being a strict mother can be good for children as long as the
discipline is tempered with a little love and affection, the
researchers claim.
But parenting groups and charities have reacted angrily to the
findings, maintaining that a child can suffer long term damage
from physical discipline.
The study of teenagers, published in the journal Parenting:
Science and Practice, found the painful effects of harsh
discipline - such as verbal threats or spanking - are offset by
the child's feeling of being loved.
The researchers said being punished is unlikely to result in
antisocial behaviour further down the line, as long as the child
believes their punishment is coming from “a good place”.
Smacking is controversial and has been found to carry a
greater risk of manifesting aggression, delinquency and
hyperactivity - but authors claims this can be moderated.
In Britain parents are not explicitly banned from smacking
their children, but under the current law it is illegal to inflict
injuries causing more than a temporary reddening of the skin.

The research will fuel the debate and the parental concern
over the best way of bringing up children.
Jeremy Todd, chief executive of charity Family Lives said:
“We would never endorse smacking as we feel that there are
much better ways to communicate with a child.
“Parents who contact us say that smacking comes as a
reaction, it is not a controlled moment. They often speak of
their regrets; it is not something they feel good about. We
would not support the research.”
The team from the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New
York studied a group of Mexican-American adolescents and
found having a loving mother - or the “perception of maternal
warmth” - protected against antisocial behaviour.
The perception resulted in a positive relationship between
harsh discipline and the way they way that the child dealt with
problems in later life.
Dr Miguelina German, lead author, explained “attachment
theory” holds that warm, responsive parenting is the critical
factor in producing happy, secure children.
The underlying belief that their parents love them protects
children against feelings of rejection, even when being harshly
disciplined, she said.
"The relationship between the two is conditional and subject to
other factors,” she said, noting that restrictive disciples are the
cultural norm in Latino culture. “There are always other
influences at play that can lessen their potential harm on the
young child.”
However, a spokesperson for the NSPCC who have
campaigned for the practice to be illegal, said: “Smacking is
not an effective form of punishment and undermines the
trusting relationship between a child and their carer.
“And it just teaches children to be violent. Young people tell us
smacking leaves them feeling upset but often doesn’t deter
them from doing what they were smacked for. We want to
help parents use other more constructive methods to teach
their children the difference between right and wrong.”
Previous research has found children are more likely to grow
into well adjusted adults if their parents are firm
disciplinarians.
Traditional “authoritative” parenting, combining high
expectations of behaviour with warmth and sensitivity, leads
to more “competent” children, according to the 2009 study by
researchers from London's Institute of Education.
Justine Roberts, Mumsnet Founder, said: "Obviously
smacking 'from a good place' is preferable to smacking 'from a
bad place' but broadly Mumsnet users believe it's better not to
use violence not least because it feels hypocritical to tell
children one thing about hitting others, yet practice another."
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Middle years childrenchildren-inin-need
ignored
The Age April 30, 2013

Teacher faction joins campaign
against NAPLAN
The Age May 7, 2013 - Jewel Topsfield

Children as young as eight, who are disengaged from school,
mentally unwell and experiencing problems at home, are
struggling to access vital services, a report says.

A small number of Victorian teachers and a principal have
joined a campaign urging parents to boycott NAPLAN tests
next week despite national protocols stating it is not
acceptable to influence parents to withdraw their children.

The report, released by the Victorian Council of Social Service
and the Youth Affairs Council of Victoria, says a lack of
services for eight to 12-year-olds is exposing children to a life
of disadvantage.

Both the federal and state governments insist that students in
years 3, 5, 7 and 9 are expected to sit the national literacy and
numeracy tests , which are now in their sixth year.

It said policy and services were not geared towards helping
this age group, with no specific funding for ''middle years''
programs and most youth workers trained to help only
children aged 12 to 25.
''We have many services targeted at the early years and
services targeted for children aged 14 and plus but we don't
have services … that meet the needs of these children,''
acting VCOSS chief executive Carolyn Atkins said.
The Building the Scaffolding report recommends the Victorian
government create a policy framework for the middle years,
including funding to support children aged eight to 12.

Grandparents applaud additional funding on
protecting children
Many of Australia's leading community organisations have
congratulated the Federal Government on a recent
announcement of further funding to strengthen efforts for
protecting vulnerable children.
The Minister for Community Services and the Minister for the Status
of Women, the Hon. Julie Collins MP, today announced $760,000 in
new funding over the next two years to strengthen prevention and
early intervention strategies for protecting children.
Welcoming the announcement, Families Australia Chairperson, and
National Convenor of Australian Community Children's Services,
Prue Warrilow (ph: 0408 020 904 ) said ‘this funding builds on a
number of important recent Federal Government initiatives in this
area, in particular, the National Framework for Protecting Australia's
Children and the recent Child Aware Approaches conference.’
Director of Grandparents Australia, Mrs Anne McLeish (ph: 03 9372
2422), stated ‘grandparents will welcome the funding announced by
the Australian Government for new child aware
programs. Particularly welcome is the funding for National Child
Aware Conferences as forums where people from all walks of life,
including grandparents, can engage in discussion of children’s
needs.’

However, a group of academics, teachers and parents have
formed the Boycott NAPLAN Coalition and they are handing
out leaflets and NAPLAN student withdrawal forms to parents
at markets and school gates this week.
Lucy Honan, a year 7 teacher at a high school in Melbourne's
north-west, said the aim of the campaign was to disrupt the
collection of NAPLAN data because of the detrimental impact
the testing was having on the education system.
She said schools were obsessed with test preparation,
leading to stressed students and a narrowing of the
curriculum.
"My main concern is the way the data is used to blame
teachers for the way kids are progressing or not progressing."
Ms Honan said she had received a disciplinary letter last year
for revealing to her students that parents were allowed to
withdraw them from NAPLAN on the basis of philosophical
objections or religious beliefs. She was also ''verbally
reprimanded'' for not spending enough periods preparing her
class for the test.
Meadow Heights Primary principal Kevin Pope last year made
the unusual decision to speak out publicly against NAPLAN,
claiming it ''dumbs down learning'', has a ''narrow Anglo
focus'' and is an ''obscene waste of public funds''.
He said he supported the Boycott NAPLAN Coalition because
he wanted an educational debate about the value of highstakes testing. ''Principals are a bit scared about talking about
NAPLAN because they are told it is associated with funding,
and if they don't do the assessments they won't get the
funding,'' he said.
Others who support the campaign include Victorian teachers
Mary Merkenich, Manolya Moustafa, Tess Lee-Ack, Hamish
McPherson and Bronwyn Jennings, former Queensland
director of primary education Phil Cullen, curriculum
consultant and ex-principal David Hornsby and Dr Anne Harris
from the Monash University faculty of education.

Read more: http://www.theage.com.au/national/education/teacherfaction-joins-campaign-against-naplan-20130506-2j3j8.html#ixzz2SdzQuxjY
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Little learners in the rugrug-rat race
May 6, 2013 - Marika Dobbin
Forget old-fashioned fun and
games, parents are facing
increasing pressure to begin their
child's education while still in
nappies.
Just before Christmas, in a tradition usually reserved for
universities, children as young as three years old ''graduated''
from several Melbourne creches and kindergartens wearing
formal gowns and mortar boards.
But while the occasions were lighthearted parties rather than serious
ceremonies, to some worried
observers these events reflect a
growing trend to fast-track kids,
creating mini adults rather than
letting children grow up at their own
pace.
From playing classical music to foetuses, to baby yoga,
phonics reading classes for three-year-olds, mini maestros
music lessons and toddler art classes, parents are doing more
than ever to give children a head start.
This trend towards accelerated learning for children beginning their education as early as possible - has been
dubbed by two economists at the University of California as
the ''Rug Rat Race''.
In Australia, competition for enrolment in favoured
kindergartens and early learning centres is verging on the
combative. Parents desperate to get their children in try to pull
every string possible, sometimes offering bribes in a
misguided attempt to jump the queue.
Nowhere is the earlylearning race more manifest
than in a product still for
sale in Australia despite
being no longer available in
the US after regulators
there successfully sued the company behind it for making
false claims.
The Your Baby Can Read series of flashcards and videos
cater to parents' narrow understanding of early intelligence as
the ability to recognise letters and words, and to calculate and
detect patterns. If parents follow the viewing instructions, their
baby will have watched more than 200 hours of Your Baby
Can Read by the time they are nine months old.
Australian franchise Kip McGrath Education Centres, which
has 120-odd tutoring centres around the country, has recently
developed a 10-week learning program for three to five-yearold preschoolers to help them with the transition to primary
school.

The Little Learners and Getting Ready for School courses
cost $530 each and cover numbers and counting, colours,
memory, writing names, how to use a computer and listening
to instructions.
Dr Eva Dobozy, senior lecturer in early childhood at Curtin
University, says competitive pressure means children are
being taught numeracy and literacy younger than ever, and
consequently childcare workers are no longer just minders but
also educators. This is a positive step, she says.
But it has also resulted in rigorous reporting of children's
academic development and an increase in national data and
early testing regimes mandated by the federal government,
such as the NAPLAN and Australian Early Development
Index. Parents can also look at the ratings of their local
childcare centres on the government's MyChild website,
measured against new national standards.
''Because there is a lot of pressure on early childhood
educators and schools to do well in comparative testing, that
means pressure flows on to the children to perform well
against some criteria and that, of course, has a detrimental
effect on the children's natural development,'' Dobozy says.
''There are huge implications for the intrinsic motivation of
children, especially boys, when they are made to sit at a desk
and fill out worksheets one after the other rather than
discovering things for themselves,'' Dobozy says.
''My greatest worry is that when children are turned off
learning at a young age they mask it by playing up. Then they
have years of schooling ahead of them that are going to be
very hard for them and their teachers.''
She says the focus on cognitive learning, combined with
organised extracurricular activities, means that often young
children are missing out on valuable free time to play.
''Play is very important because children learn a lot of social
skills, creativity, problem solving and teamwork. All things that
are highly valued in higher education.''
Back at Gowrie Victoria, the manager of the Docklands
program, Michelle Gujer, agrees that the freedom of early
childhood is under pressure from our achievement-driven
society. But she says while teaching young children the life
skills necessary for school begins at birth, that does not mean
sitting down to write out ABCs. Instead the centre's approach
is to let kids learn through play and discovery.
''I feel for children who aren't allowed to be children. If
children feel pressured their self esteem and
confidence drops and they aren't able to be who they
naturally are. Then you start to see emotional issues
and challenging behaviours.''
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